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  Go Away Travel named CBTF Travel Sponsor  

  
January 1, 2009 – The Canadian Baton Twirling Federation is pleased to announce that Go Away Travel (Calgary) has
been selected as its official travel sponsor, effective immediately and through July 31, 2010.

Under this sponsorship agreement, CBTF as well as its members and friends will all directly benefit. Go Away Travel
will return a portion of the commission generated from each booking to the party paying for the reservation. This means
that individuals, using their CBTF Go Away Travel Referral, will be able to directly reduce the cost of their travel. CBTF
will also receive a portion of the commission generated from all referred bookings.

Go Away Travel may be contacted directly, by email (rmcmast telus [dot] net), or by telephone (403 685-2746). When
contacting Go Away Travel, be sure to indicate that you have been referred by the CBTF as part of the CBTF Travel
Program to be eligible for your commission rebate.

Go Away Travel may also be contacted using the online referral form found on the cbtf.ca website
(http://www.cbtf.ca/TravelReferral [1]).

About Go Away Travel
 Go Away Travel is an independently-owned and operated travel agency operating out of Calgary, Alberta. Go Away
Travel has been in operation for 4 years, and affiliated with a Calgary travel company that has been in business over
20 years. Go Away Travel sells all travel products, from moving types of travel which includes cars, trains, planes,
cruises, ferries, to stationary types like hotels, to fully inclusive packages and specially designed packages, and travel
insurance.
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